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Introduction.

§ 1. Name and Territory of the Language.

Tshi, or Twi, is the language prevalent in the Gold Coast countries between
the rivers Asini and Tanno on the \V, and the Volta on the E., and extends even
beyond this river; its southern boundary is the sea-coast, while the upper course
of the Volta, and the Kong mountains are its northern limits. That is, roughly,

the area of the old Asante empire when it had its greatest extension. Formerly
Guang dialects were spoken throughout the Gold Coast, but in the course of time
they were, in most places, superseded by Tshi. — The number of people who speak
Tshi may be estimated at about 2 millions; and the language is steadily gaining ground.

Twi, rarely Etwi or Otwi, is the form used in the vernacular. It is pronounced
like 'Chwee\ ch and w being uttered simultaneously. The vowel i has a rising and
falling tone, thus: i or ii. Twi probably denotes 'polished^ refined'; from twi, to

ruh, polish. The form ^Tshi', (a modification of the older spellings Tyi, Oji, Otyi),

is, as a rule, employed in English. — Another name of the language is Akan or

Akjig, probably meaning 'foremost; gemime' ; from kai), first; e.g. oye Okauiii, he
is a horn or gemilne Tshi man. 'Akan* is used in a wider sense (a) for the dialects

of Akem, Asante, Adanse &c. {s. § 2), and (h) in a narrower for those of Akem
and Asante only.

The name 'Twi' being used not only by the natives themselves, but also by the

Accras and tribes to the east of the Volta, (in the form 'Otshui'), it has been re-

tained as the generic appellation of the language. — On the names Amina, Fante,
Akan, see Gr. p. XVI.

§ 2. Dialects.

The dialects which have found consideration in the Dictionary, may be com-
prehended under the following three names: 1. Akan, 2. Broi) or Kamana,
3. Fante.

1. The Akan dialect is considered to be spoken purest (a) in Akem; but
by its "dainty and affected mode of expression" (e. g. the frequent ee & oo, where
most other dialects have simply e & 9, as, adee, asee, koree, oboo, soo, = ade, ase,

koe, obo, so), it appears less suited to become the common dialect of all Tshi tribes.

— (b) The dialect of Asmtte agrees in all essentials with that of Akem, only
the pronunciation is "broad and hard (teteree denneenneg)"^ e. g. people say "kerg"
instead of **kyer£", - whilst in Akem it is "soft and delicate (bokoo fregkyemm)".
— The other districts in which Akan is spoken are Adanse, Asen, Dagkira,
Twiforo or Twuforo, Akwam, (Wasa) - all these with little deviations from Akem
and Asante, and Akuapem. — (c) The dialect of Akuapem, derived from Akem
and Akwam (an Akan dialect of old standing) and having points of contact with
Brog and Fante, became^about 1842 the literary form intelligible to all the other
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tribes. It has ever since been enriched by words and grammatical forms from the

other dialects. See Gr. p. XIX.

2. The Brbrj or Kamana dialects are spoken in the districts N. & N. E.

of the Akan districts, viz. Kamana, Okwawu, Dkoransa, Broi) &c., also in Pae (E.

of the Yolta), and do not differ much. These dialects seem to he genuine Tshi,

but are deemed inferior to Akan, probably on account of archaisms or admixture

of foreign elements. Brog is also spoken or understood beyond the territories of

the genuine Tshi people by tribes which had or still have a separate language of

their own, as Gyaman and the tribes E. of the Volta speaking Guang, viz.

Ntwu(m)muru, Karakye, Worawora or Boem, Dkonya. — Broq is the name applied

by the Asantes to this group of dialects; but as it is the name of a district (also

written Abrono) which speaks that Tshi dialect and has also a language of its own

(a Guang dialect), the designation Kamana used by other tribes would be preferable,

3. The Fante dialects, spoken by several maritime tribes in the South, have

not followed the other dialects in changing the initial sounds kw, gw, hw, before

palatal vowels, into tw, dw, fw, and in occasionally softening b (esp. in diminutives,

Gr. § 37) into w &c., but have deviated from them by changing t, d, n, before

(e), e, i, into t8, dz, ny, (which change had not yet taken place in 1764, when

Ch. Protten published a short Fante Grammar at Copenhagen), and by curtailing

many terminations by cutting off their final vowels. They seem to differ more

from all the above dialects and among themselves than the Brorj dialects do from

Akan. The Fante dialects are a branch of the Akan language, but are not acknow-

ledged as pure by the Akans. As regards the number of people who speak Fante

and the territory where it is spoken, it is far surpassed by Akan. —
As already observed, there are many differences (in sounds, forms, and ex-

pressions) within the three groups of dialects, but they are not so great as to

prevent people of the one group from understanding readily those of the other, —
Cf. Gram. pp. XVIII seq. &§ 292f., where also the claims of both the Akan

and Fante dialects and the intermediate literary dialect are discussed. — On the

'Western Tshi dialects', see M. Delafosse, Essai de Manuel de la Langue Agni.

Paris 1900; also his Vocabulaires Comparatifs de plus de 60 Langues ou

Dialectes paries a la Cote d'lvoire et dans les regions limitrophes. Paris 1904.

Westsudanische Studien I, by D. Westermann. Berlin 1925.

§ 3. The Position of Tshi among other West African
Languages

and a short Survey of the latter.

Tshi is one of the Sudanic languages prevailing in the area between Senegal

and Eastern Nigeria. These languages may be divided into the following groups; -

1. The so-called Kwa group, spoken in a broad coastal tract from the middle of

Liberia to the lower Niger. Its subdivisions and languages (or dialects) are: a) The

Ewe-Tshi subgroup, viz. Ewe (including the Dahomey dialect), spoken in the south-

eastern corner of the Gold Coast east of the lower Volta, and in the southern half

of Togo and Dahomey; and Tshi, i.e. the Akan-Fante dialects. Other members:

Nzema (in Apollonia) and Doma (north-west of Asante); Anyi, Baule and Afema

(Ivory Coast); Anufo (Northern Togo). The Ga or Accra language, a comparatively

young dialect, and the cognate and older dialects of Adangme and Krobo, W. of
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the lower Yolta and in some parts E. of it. The Guang dialects, spoken on the
Gold Goast and in Togo. — b) The Lagoon (or Kwakwa) languages, on the lagoons
of the Ivory Coast. — c) The Kru subgroup, on the western Ivory Coast and the
coast of Liberia. — d) The Yoruba subgroup, in Nigeria. — e) The Nupe subgroup,
in Northern Nigeria. — /) The Ibo subgroup, on both sides of the lower Niger. —
g) The Edo or Bini subgroup, in Southern Nigeria. — 2. The Benue & Cross River
group. To this belong e. g. Efik-Ibibio and Okoyong. — 3, The Central Togo group,
e. g. Adele, Akposo, Kebu. — 4. The Gur group, approximately between 5^ E. &
5^ W. long., and 8** & 14** N. lat. Some of the subdivisions and languages are: a)
The Mosi Dagomba subgroup comprising e. g. Mosi, Dagomba (Dagbane), Mamprusi,
Gbanyang (Gondja). ~ b) The Grusi (Gurunsi) subgroup, between the White and
tlie Black Voita: Awuna (Atyulo), Sisala, Kanjaga. — c) The Tem (Hausa: Kotokoli)
subgroup, in eastern Togo. — d) The Bargu or Borgu (Barba), in northern Dahomey
and Togo. — e) The Senufo (Siena) subgroup, on the northern Ivory Coast. — 5,

The West Atlantic group, south of Senegal, with two subgroups, including e. g.
Temne, Bulom, Gola; Wolof, Serer. — 6. The Mandingo or Mande languages, spoken
in western Sudan, between the two last-named groups, and north of the western
parts of the Kwa group. They may be subdivided into d) Mande tan, comprising
e. g. Bambara, Malinke, Dyula, Vai-Konno; and b) Mande fu, including Soso,

Mende, Kpelle.

For full details concerning the above languages, see *A Study of the Ewe
Language', and *Die westlichen Sudansprachen nnd ihre Beziehungen
zum Bantu'; where also the close relationship between Sudanic and Bantu languages
is set forth.

§ 4. Characteristic Features of the Tshi Language.

The great majority of Tshi words are monosyllables, consisting of one con-

sonant and one vowel, the latter sometimes enlarged by the addition of a nasal

consonant or a 'w*. There are, however, also a considerable number of polysyllables

which cannot be reduced to monosyllabic stems,

Tshi has three classes of words only, viz. nouns, pronouns and verbs. But
even these, when without affix, are not always distinguishable by their form. Part
of the adjectives, adverbs and conjunctions are derived from nouns or verbs. Instead
of English prepositions, either nouns of place or various verbs are used as postpo-
sitions. /The passive voice and participles are wanting. There is no inflexion in
the strict sense of the term. Cases are distinguished by their position in a sen-

tence or expressed by verbs or postpositions. The plural of nouns is formed by af-

fixes or indicated by a verb. The grammatical gender is wanting; natural sex is

in some cases expressed by particular words, or by composition with such, or by
the female diminutive suffix. For the tenses and other modifications of the verb
prefixes (partly recognised as verbs) are used, in two cases the suffix e or i.

There is only a scanty number of particles to indicate the relation of senten-
ces, or clauses, to one another. In many cases the sentences are placed together
without a conjunction

;
(co-ordination being more frequent than subordination). In

a similar manner, two or several verbs may follow each other, where the English
language uses a single verb or adjective, participle, adverb, or preposition. The
natives analyse every action or occurrence into its component parts, and express
each of them by a special verb. Another peculiarity is the use of subordinate
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sentences defined by the definite article *no', or the demonstrative 'yi* ; whereby
they are indicated to be equivalents of a single noun representing one idea.

There is to be found a large number of onomatopoetics, of which most are

used as descriptive adverbs, several also as nouns.

The vowel-harmony (i.e. assimilation of vowels to neighbouring vowel sounds) pro-

vides against too great or too small dissimilarities of vowels in successive syllables.

The nouns have prefixes, which do not form such distinct classes of nouns as

are found in Bantu languages, but still convey some classification of persons as

opposed to things, and of single or individual as opposed to plural or collective

existence.

Of great importance for the understanding of the language is its intonation.

Every syllable of every word has its own relative tone or tones, equal with or

different from the neighbouring syllables, being either high, or low, or middle.

Besides this intonation, inherent in the original formation of words, there are also

'grammatical' tones, by means of which different tenses are denoted.



Preface to Second Edition.

The first edition of the present work — commonly called 'The Tshi Dic-

tionary' — published in 1881, has for a number of years been out of print. As
the book was much in demand by both Europeans and educated natives^ it was
decided that a new edition should be issued. Unfortunately, financial difficulties,

the uncertainty concerning a new script, and an accident which befell the editor,

delayed its appearance.

The Dictionary is based on the Akuapem dialect, which was reduced to

writing about 1838, and became afterwards the literary form.

He concludes with the wish that also the New Edition may prove a means

for a thorough acquisition and understanding of the Tshi language.

Basel, June 1933.

J. Schweizer.


